Written Statement – Session 8 – Employment Policies and Allocations
Robert Sinclair FRICS FCA

1.
2.

3.

This submission is made as a member of the Co-ordinating Team, based on 45 years’
experience of the commercial market.
The Borough has not fulfilled its Duty to Cooperate in respect of employment matters,
particularly with Tonbridge & Malling, and we are very concerned that the reality of market
forces is absent from the plan.
Nor has the Borough thought strategically about employment, in particular ignoring potential
alternative sites, while being fixated on Junction 8, despite contrary legal and Planning
Committee decisions.

4.

GL Hearn (January 2014) states at paragraph 10.23: “The GVA forecast anticipates job growth
of 14,400 jobs in Maidstone Borough over the 20-year period to 2031. This represents a
potentially optimistic assessment of employment growth, and is above baseline forecasts”.

5.

The chart at Paragraph 3.2 of GVA’s Economic Sensitivity Testing & Employment Land Forecast
(February 2014) identifies potential employment growth of 7,818 jobs between 2012 and
2031, note 14,400.

6.

The Inspector’s questions are answered immediately below, with context for those answers
following.

Inspector’s Questions
Numbering is the Inspector’s.
Question

Our Comment
It does not.

Qn8.1 How does the assessment of
employment needs address the
cross-border commuting flows into
and out of Maidstone Borough and
especially between the Borough
and Tonbridge & Malling and
Medway?

Qn8.2 Would MBC please explain the
proposed change to Table 4.4?

The Borough claims it has consulted Tonbridge &
Malling and states that, as T&M currently has a 33 ha
industrial space shortfall, it could not absorb any
Maidstone employment need.
T&M’s “The Way Forward - Regulation 18 Issues and
Options” is an example of how Maidstone should have
approached employment; that is, open-mind and
consultation, rather than fixation on Junction 8.
No comment.
MBC has only made cursory exploration of such
potential; it is fixated on Junction 8.

London commuting needs proper consideration as well
as opportunities on the 872 acres (twice the size of the
Qn8.3 What account has been taken of
Olympic Park) on the Swanscombe Peninsula.
employment
land
potential
in
(6,700 full time jobs at the Entertainment Resort, 1,800
neighbouring districts?
full time jobs in Entertainment Resort hotels, potential
for 15,700 supply-chain jobs and growth from local
spending. Peak on site construction employment up to
6,300.)
Qn8.4 Would such provision exceed the
need to provide employment for
September 2016

Absorbing some of Maidstone’s employment needs
might exceed local needs of neighbouring authorities,
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residents of those districts?

but they have traditionally provided employment for
Maidstone’s residents and are likely to in the future.
Methods of working are changing.
While Maidstone may not wish to be a London
dormitory town, substantive discussions with the
“Mayor of London” should have taken place to
encourage TFL to extend its reach to improve services
that connect into London. Positive action to make
commuting more attractive for residents should be
advocated, such as pressure to improve rail service,
including affordable station parking and Wi-Fi facilities.
If commuting is not improved, would-be commuters
will seek more-sustainable homes elsewhere, such as
Ashford and Ebbsfleet which is targeting 15,000 new
homes, with one of the most successful shopping
centres on its doorstep and 17-minute journey time to
London.
We are in a competitive market place and the current
approach is likely to lose jobs and leave many new
houses un-built, unsold or sold at depressed prices.
Maidstone, according to GL Hearn and the market, is
not a recognised office location. Hence there have
been, and will be, windfall opportunities to convert
existing empty offices to residential.

Qn8.5 What implications may the
history of office allocations adjacent to
the M20 and current viability
assessments have for any new office
allocations?

Being adjacent to the M20 is not a guarantee of
demand, as clearly demonstrated at the Junction 7
(Eclipse) development. Originally planned for
commercial/B1 development, it has failed to let after
many years. It had to obtain a change-of-use in 2014 to
retail/A1. The retailer, Next, is the occupier and
Waitrose is seeking permission to take up space that
cannot be let for B1. (FYI. - Next’s building is
approximately
14m
high,
which
illustrates the
potential visual
impact
at
Junction 8 that
tall
buildings/sheds
could bring to
Junction 8).

Qn8.6
How
much
residential
development would MBC accept on this
site?

No comment.

Qn8.7
How
much
residential
development is needed for a viable

No comment.
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mixed use development?
Qn8.8 What would be the implications
Too much, having regard to market demand.
for the amount of office floor space?
Qn8.9 If office development would be
dependent on cross-subsidy from
residential development, would that
justify a reduced affordable housing
target for development on this site and,
if so, what should that target be?
Qn8.10 Does the Policy require
modification for it to be certain and
effective and, if so, what wording would
achieve that?

No.
You cannot give offices away, so why mix these
matters?
If viability shows a surplus, it will automatically show
how much “affordable housing” is digestible.

No comment.

Officers stated (during Session 3) that these sites
should be considered again, hoping they will be in the
approved local plan to carry weight at a future appeal.
Qn8.11 Does MBC remain of the view
that the development is necessary to
meet an objectively assessed need for
employment and, if not, why not?

There are alternatives that Officers have not properly
considered, such as Detling and cooperation with
neighbouring Authorities.
Struggling with Junction 7, Officers should appreciate
that motorway junctions can be “difficult” and that
Junction 8 is not suitable for any development.

Qn8.12 What mix of floorspace in each
use class is anticipated by MBC and the
landowner and how much site area
would each use be likely occupy?

The scheme is potentially B1a, B1b, B1c and B8 units.
Developers would determine mix, based on investment
value and profitability, not MBC, who will therefore not
now be able to assess employment-type, jobs and
traffic flows.
Build-box could cause the most damage to the
environment.

Qn8.13 Should the policy further define
the type of development proposed in
order to better assess its likely
landscape and visual impact and the
scope for mitigation?

Qn8.14 How viable would each class of
development be at this location??
October 2016

Restricting eaves-heights to 14m is mooted. Once
approved, this not-to-exceed figure would then likely
be exceeded. (Reference to 8m related to smaller
units).
Not building is the way to avoid damage to the
landscape and visual amenity.
Development at junction 8 would inevitably involve the
“Trojan Horse” sand extraction in relation to
Waterside.
It would be seen as part of the
development process i.e. no specific permission would
be required for extraction which would take at least 2-3
years – (60 HGV loads/day i.e. 120 trips/day (empty
then full), 4- axle ,20 tonne tippers.)
The market would view this location as not sustainable,
as it is remote from supporting services (even though
3
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close to J8).
KCC have lodged a highways objection and the A20,
which blocks up with every small incident, would suffer
congestion.
The sustainability report -Document ORD 006(B) - gives
Junction 8 as an unsustainable location. The market
would not need a report to reach this conclusion; it is
blindingly obvious. “There is nothing to do in the lunch
hour.”
Irrespective of, hopefully resolved, Operation Stack
issues, a would-be occupier would look elsewhere
because of staff issues and lack of nearby facilities.
This is a “white elephant” location, supported by
Officers who, apparently, have little or no experience of
the occupational market and its needs.
Qn*. Has the (town centre first)
sequential test in national policy
need to be satisfied in respect of
the office component of the
development?

No comment.

Qn8.15 Why is B1(b) research and
development proposed to be
limited to ‘an element’?
• How much development would
that represent?

Exterior appearance would be similar to an office
building.

•
Does
the
wording
require
modification for clarity and certainty as
to what may be permitted?
Qn8.16 What use class would ‘hi-tech’
development fall within and why does it Probably B1, but “Hi-Tech” has various interpretations.
also require separate treatment?
Qn8.17 Having regard to the
conclusions of the Secretary of State in
relation to the heritage impacts of the
larger KIG proposal and to the Planning
Committee’s conclusion of a less than
substantial adverse impact on the
setting of one Grade II listed building,
would heritage impacts alone be
capable of being outweighed by the
public benefits of the development?
Qn8.18 Would there be scope for
mitigation in the scale, design or mix of
the development to reduce its
landscape and visual or heritage
October 2016

It is the setting of, and approach to, a Grade 1 building,
as well as the building itself and includes impact on
AONB setting.
Some 2,000 jobs are directly or indirectly dependent on
Tourism. Leeds Castle is a key component. Maidstone
itself is not a destination tourist attraction and, with a
diminished Leeds Castle, tourism will falter.
(Attachment 2 is a copy of the representation to MBC –
behalf of Leeds Castle in respect of a proposed planning
application last year).
No.
Many jobs are dependent on tourism. This proposal,
however, mitigated, would have serious adverse impact
4
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impacts to an acceptable degree when
weighed with the economic or other
public benefits of the scheme?

on Kent’s major contributor, Leeds Castle.

Qn8.19 What reasonable alternatives
for a development of similar strategic
scale may have a less adverse landscape
or visual impact, including in their effect
on the AONB and its setting?

During session 3, Helen Whately MP supported
opposition to any development at Junction 8.

Qn8.20 In the alternative could
equivalent floorspace be achieved by
dividing provision between 2 or more
smaller sites and would that have less
impact?

We think not. And dividing a marginal location would
deliver less than critical mass.

Qn8.21 Do participants agree or
disagree with the SA assessment and
how might the reduced scale of the
development now proposed by the
Representor affect those conclusions?

SA gives Junction 8 as unsustainable location.
Any development would adversely affect Grade1
“Leeds Castle” and its setting, as well as on the setting
of the AONB.

Qn8.22 How might the suggested relief
road be incorporated and where might
it continue to the south?

No comment.

Qn8.23 Where would the proposed
development take access from the A20?

No comment.

Qn8.24 If the relief road were not
incorporated would the access to the
proposal site compromise any future
connection of the relief road to the M20
and junction 8 at this roundabout?

No comment.

No account has been taken of impact on Leeds Castle “The Loveliest Castle in the World”.

Qn8.25 What account has been taken of
the appeal Inspector’s conclusions
concerning heritage impacts and how
have these been addressed?

It is the largest employer at Junction 8 and its success
supports jobs associated with the Great Danes &
Marriott Tudor Park and other tourist-related
businesses.
Reducing building heights is cosmetic and may not be
respected.
Officers have apparently sought to change designation
of this area in an attempt to facilitate development.
Hopefully the Inspector will make recommendations to
secure this area against development.

Qn8.26 Has MBC’s opposition to the Officers have stated that, because it was included in the
allocation of this site been affected by draft plan, due weight should be attached to its
the Planning Committee’s decision inclusion. Planning Committee did not accept Officers’
October 2016
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concerning Woodcut Farm?

advice.
We understand that this advice is contrary to the
appeal decision of Gallagher v. Sec of State and MBC
[2016] EWHC 674 AND the appeal decision of the Sec.
of State 3rd March 2016 Land at Boughton Lane
[APP/U2235/A/14/2227839], where limited weight was
attributed to the document.

Qn8.27/8.28/8.29

No comment.

Context – New Employment & Market Forces
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

GL Hearn stated: “The GVA forecast
anticipates job growth of 14,400 jobs in
Maidstone Borough over the 20 year
period to 2031. This represents a
potentially optimistic assessment of
employment growth, and is above
baseline forecasts”.
Paragraph 3.2 of GVA’s Economic
Sensitivity Testing & Employment Land
Forecast (February 2014) identifies
employment growth of 7,818 workforce
jobs for 2012-31.
MBC persists with “14,400”, but base
forecast is about 8,000, leaving a huge mismatch against 18,560 new homes. (Perhaps 17,000
missing jobs @1.3 per home?)

MBC looked only within the Borough and explains their fixation on Junction 8.
The market prefers established locations such as Aylesford and Ashford. The plan ignores
current flows with, particularly, Tonbridge & Malling (see Attachment 1).
12. The market would not ignore Maidstone, but there are better locations due to congestion
concerns and labour requirements.
13. MBC ignores commercial development land outside the Borough.
14. Many in-migrants from London would need to commute to London for jobs as, despite
commuting hassle, wage differentials make it attractive.
15. Modern technology opens up distance working and Internet shopping, neither being
considered in the plan.
16. Loss of park & ride at Junction 7 and the management of the other two schemes has an
adverse impact on Maidstone’s accessibility.
17. Maidstone competes with better locations for shopping, working and leisure opportunities,
such as Bluewater and Tunbridge Wells and the soon to be expanded Ashford Designer Outlet
(in total an extra 165,000 sq ft will be added to the current 183,000 sq ft).
18. The approach to “local jobs” must change, with full appreciation of “needs” and market forces.
19. Unless there is a more-balanced and sustainable plan, the Town Centre will die. The fact that
it is the County Town of Kent will not guarantee its survival.
Context – Maidstone’s Current Status
20. By 2027, the plan assumes a 3,300 jobs at “Medical & Research” facilities at Junction 7.
21. Experience at, say, Harefield Heart Hospital is relevant. Professor Sir Magdi Yacoub backed the
establishment of a medical and science park alongside this centre-of-excellence. It failed, being
too far from “Harley Street”. Competition was established within reasonable drive-times to
attract those leading experts. “Location, Location”.
22. MBC is seeking adjustments to Junction 7’s planning status to enable alternative use.
23. Retail (Next) has appeared and, perhaps, Waitrose. A primary school to serve Bearsted is
October 2016
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24.
25.

26.

mooted, but is beyond reasonable walking distance, a criterion suggested by MBC.
Congestion from additional housing along A274 will reduce Parkwood’s employment
attractiveness. Drive-times are important.
Suggesting an improved bus service will solve traffic problems ignores the “Oxford Street”
effect whereby buses cause congestion and poor air quality and take up valuable road-space,
which in turn increases “drive-time”.
As a shopping location it does not have the critical mass or accessibility advantages to compete
with major centres within a 45-minute drive time. The market will determine Maidstone’s
future and at present this does not look too exciting.

Context – Other Candidate Sites
27.

28.

Ashford - proposals are being developed following £70m being ploughed into the new Junction
10A to connect to the commercial AXA scheme – 160,000 sq m. Ashford will probably have
oversupply which could accommodate MBC’s undersupply within a reasonable drive-time.
Detling –not addressed until session 3. Officers’ apparent objection is because it is within the
AONB. It is brownfield, with old industrial buildings and runway. It may provide commercial
and residential sustainable opportunities. It needs to be considered, if only to be discounted
for declared reasons. Compare Detling (Binbury Park) 373 acres (151 ha) to the successful
Brooklands scheme in Surrey (380 acres).

29.

Maidstone Prison (6 acres) - the Government is selling assets. This site merits consideration for
either employment or housing.

30.

Aylesford – T&M, at the initial stages of its plan process, has 33 ha shortfall of industrial space.
MBC has therefore dismissed Aylesford, despite large travel flows. The market prefers
established locations such as this. For example, KCC acquired space at New Hythe Commercial
Park in Aylesford (112,200sq ft).

31.

London Paramount - Swanscombe Peninsula 545 Hectares

6,700 full time jobs at the Entertainment Resort

1,800 full time jobs in Entertainment Resort hotels

Potential for approximately 15,700 indirect jobs through the supply chain and
growth from spending in the local area

Peak on-site construction employment of up to 6,300 jobs

Context – New Factors
32.
33.
34.
35.

36.

Conversion of office to residential is a permanent permitted development right.
MBC is aware “that there is an oversupply of poorer quality office stock in the town centre
which is no longer fit for purpose”.
Automatic conversion from smaller industrial
units is also mooted.
The market may therefore remove some
current employment locations and add
pressure to finding alternative, sustainable
employment sites, inside or outside the
Borough.
A new Thames Crossing is in the offing and, in
due course, the route will resolve itself. The
plan must anticipate its delivery and its impact
on, and benefits for, our Borough.

Context – Junction 8 - Woodcut Farm and Waterside Park
37.

MBC policies are fixated on Junction 8, and therefore Woodcut Farm and Waterside, as the
answer to all employment requirements derived from 18,560 new homes.

October 2016
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38.

39.

40.
41.
42.
43.

44.

45.

Appeal(s) and High Court decisions for Waterside and KIG should have given Officers sufficient
justification to recommend refusal of the recent Woodcut Farm application. Instead they
recommended approval?
With obvious sustainability issues and clear market doubts about this location, Officers’
fixation on Junction 8 is difficult to understand. Woodcut Farm development runs contrary to
Planning Inspectors’ decisions to protect the setting of Kent Downs AONB.
Planning Committee members have on three occasions voted not to accept Officers’ Junction 8
advice - twice in respect of Waterside Park and once in respect of Woodcut Farm.
If eventually allowed, Junction 8 development will open floodgates to further development
along the M20/A20 corridor to the east of Maidstone.
If this area deteriorates into an “industrial scene” with huge sheds, it would adversely affect
Tourism, for which Leeds Castle is a key local consideration.
“Robust” wording set out in the decision notice referred to “saved policy ENV34 is not
proposed to be taken forward as a landscape designation in the submitted Local Plan.” That
raises the prospect of renewed applications or appeals once ENV34 is discarded, with
applicants/appellants searching for gaps between ENV34 and the new plan’s policies – and, on
past performance, Officers’ will not energetically resist.
MBC’s web-site is still promoting Junction 8 and Woodcut Farm in the publication “Maidstone
Economic Development Strategy”. The latter’s inclusion was approved after the Waterside
Appeal, and before the Inspector’s decision was published. This disinformation needs to be
corrected because it brings MBC into disrepute.
Past appeal and planning decisions should make the position clear to everyone. However, it
would assist if the Local Plan designates this area as a “no-go-area” for future commercial
development to support refusal of any future development attempts.

Conclusion
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

52.
53.

As submitted, the plan will not pass the test-of-time.
For “employment” it fails to take a realistic, market-aware stance and persists with a Junction
8–oriented.
There is a large mismatch between realistic job creation and proposed new homes.
Problems and deficiencies within our Borough need to be addressed, not made worse.
MBC have not thought through the consequences of the plan - market forces will determine
whether success or failure.
As infrastructure consequences will not be anywhere near fully mitigated, house and
employment location values will fall. Developers will land-bank sites, renegotiate S106
agreements and wait for market improvement, which may not arise.
Our County Town will continue to decline.
Regrettably Maidstone itself will continue to decline. The bottom line is that it cannot
compete in terms of destination shopping, or as a tourist attraction without the influence of
Leeds Castle (copy of representations in respect the initial application for Woodcut Farm made
on behalf of Leeds Castle is Attachment 2) which the Junction 8 development enthusiasts seem
intent of destroying.
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“Cross border” activity
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Leeds Castle representation to MBC
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Leeds Castle representation to MBC
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Leeds Castle representation to MBC
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Leeds Castle representation to MBC
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